We have Redmine 1.4.0.stable (MySQL) running on the Apache. It had been possible to add a new category or version directly from the New Issue page until (I believe) I disabled the Support tracker for the current project. After that, neither category nor version can't be added (the dialog just dismisses), and the log contains the following messages.

Maybe it's not the Support tracker, however, since enabling it back or turning off completely doesn't help.

---

Description

We have Redmine 1.4.0.stable (MySQL) running on the Apache. It had been possible to add a new category or version directly from the New Issue page until (I believe) I disabled the Support tracker for the current project. After that, neither category nor version can't be added (the dialog just dismisses), and the log contains the following messages.

Maybe it's not the Support tracker, however, since enabling it back or turning off completely doesn't help.
Here is our configuration:

OS: Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server release 5.7 (Tikanga)
mysql-server-5.0.77-4.el5_6.6
ruby 1.8.7 (2012-02-08 patchlevel 358) [i686-linux]
Gems included by the bundle:  * actionmailer (2.3.14)  * actionpack (2.3.14)  * activerecord (2.3.14)  * activeresource (2.3.14)  * activesupport (2.3.14)
* bundler (1.0.21)  * coderay (1.0.6)  * fastercsv (1.5.4)  * i18n (0.4.2)  * json (1.6.6)  * mysql (2.8.1)  * net-ldap (0.3.1)  * rack (1.1.3)  * rails (2.3.14)  * rake (0.9.2.2)  * rdoc (3.12)  * ruby-openid (2.1.8)  * tzinfo (0.3.33)

redmine-1.4.0

Maybe it's not the Support tracker, however, since enabling it back or turning off completely doesn't help.

No it's not. It's a routing issue but I can't reproduce. Any plugins installed?

Jean-Philipe, thanks for the reply. Yes, this problem was caused by the default-version plugin (http://www.redmine.org/plugins/default-version).

We have disabled it and Redmine works smoothly.

I'm sorry for wasting your time. Thanks for the great product!

No problem. Thanks for the feedback.